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cosy and carefree environments; again with real
cha racter.
Gampi and Tesuki, by Grespania, are two
ranges insp ired by Japanese hand-made paper
techniques. The former references the plants
and leaves used in the process, while the latter
emphasises the tactile silk f1nish.
Vives was very much at the forefront of the
vibrant colour trend. No range delivered more
than the new Hanami collection that combines
metallic flnishes and gold sparkle, to explore the
artistic side of Art Deco. Hanami offers a wide
and exclusive range of wall ti les where colour is
the main feature. The entire series is made in
the 230 by 335mm formal, but also comes in
100 by 300mm to multiply fixing options. lt has
six different colours - lvory, Beige, Pink, Grey,
Cloud, and Mint - complemented by three
different decors .
Terrazzo is an aesthetic that is highly valued
by architects and interior designers thanks to its
multiple qualities and design possibilities This
ltalian technique inspired Arcana's new
Stracciatella series. This new porcelain tile
range comes in a 800 by 800mm rectifled
formal. The series has many different designs.
Miscela, available in Nácar and Grafito versions,
offers beautiful graphics formed by small and
large inclusions that balance marble and
cement details. Stracciatella Nácar is a large
chip terrazzo with jewel-like inclusions of
different sizes: spectacular 1
Stracciatella 's serene colours , and the
chromatic variety of the granules, will
complement different interior styles and
epochs . For instance, Stracciatella Grafito plays
with the colour of the stones and the richness of
the graphic details in a peculiar framework full
of contrasts. The series is complemented by
Stellato Multicolor porcelain tiles in a matt
flnish.
Avant-garde is another popular approach to
tile design this year; whether this is alternating
the pattern on the tile or the shape of the tile
itself . One of the best examples is Sto ne

Above Hanami Marfil, Sakura Nuez, Senko Blanco Mate and Ruhr Choco late by Vives

Design's Twinkle collection for Harmony. This
features ti les with and without curved edges.
When put together, gaps are created that makes
the wall or floor 'twinkle'. Also in this collection
are tiles with simple surface marks that can be
placed in different combinations to create
interesting patterns. This was something of a
trend in itself at Cevisama 2019
Distressed effects were seen on many
stands, such as Peronda's collaboration with
Francisco Segarra: the FS collection. Plants are
the source of inspiration for sorne of Segarra's
most appealing designs, combining strong
vintage looks with clear commercial potential.
FS lvy is perhaps the best example. lt can be
matched with FS-0, and the new Yard collection.

Above Straccíatella by Arcana

Natucer was another brand promoting the
charm of worn tiles. The Atelier collection
showcased the effect hand-made ceramics with
irregular surfaces anda gloss flnish creating
beautiful reflections.
Perhaps the single most outstanding
design at Cevisama was Saloni's Foundry
range. Foundry delivers a powerful care-worn
metallic effect, inspired by the effects of the
passage of time on architectural metals, such

Above D1msey by Cifre
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as rusty fences.
There were also many more classic and
subtle metallic tile designs; such as Grespania's
Baviera range which consists of white and black
tiles with gold mosaics.
Another of the trends at Cevisama was
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Decocer's Naive Collection recalls a classic
material - cotto - but adds a cutting-edge.
These small format wall tiles - 75 by 300mm are available in various tones of natural colours .
This design truly evokes a hand-made feel and
the colouration of warm dyes, for a totally
tranquil vibe.
Dash by Raw Color for Harmony is all about
proportions and colour combinations . With its
grid-like pattern, random rectangular
compositions can be created with dynamic
rhythm and movement, whether laid vertically or
horizontally . This porcelain range comes in a
200 by 200mm format anda choice of six
colours.
Riad by Harmony is a wall tile collection
inspired by Moroccan guesthouses. With bright
colours, a hand-crafted look, rich shades and
u neven surfaces, Riad comes in l DOby l 00mm
squares and 65 by 200mm rectangles , in a
cho ice of six colours: Aqua, Green, Grey, Pink,
Sky, and White.
Aruba by Harmony was inspired by the
traditional colonial flooring found in the Antilles.
This porcelain tile collection is evocative of
vintage cement tiles but, in addition to classic
greys and blacks, it introduces new shades of
dark red, mustard, green and blue, with floral
and ornamental motifs that can be combined to
create continuous designs.
Marazzi's key collections at Cevisama
included Art , an exquisite reproduction of
Venetian seminato ; Allmarble, an ever-popular
marble-effect now featuring five new material
evocations; D_Segni Scaglie and Colore, the
distinctive 200 by 200mm tiles that reinterpret
the beauty of traditional ltalian cement tiles;
Apparel, the new concrete-effect tile with a soft
surface; Mystone Basalto, the stone effect
stoneware inspired by volcanic basalt rock, and
SistemS and SistemU, two new concrete- and
wood-effect technical stoneware ranges. There
were also two new 6mm slimline thickness wall
coverings : Alchimia, inspired by micro-cements ;
and Eclettica, with an exceptionally wide colour
range.
Museum Surfaces new Laurent range

AboveHanami Nube Blanco Kenion Garban by Vives

Above Mare Nostrum by Natuce r

delivers deluxe distinction. With a dark black
background splashed with white veins and oxide
sparkles, it has a strong contemporary appeal.
lnspired by Noir St. Laurent marble, the
collection comes in a polished finish in a 755 by
1,510mm or 600 by 1,200mm format.
Macchia Vecchia has a white surface

AboveSonora by Cifr e
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crisscrossed by strong grey and gold veins that
emulates Carrara marble. lt unites the beauty of
Carrara's singular design with the advantages of
cutting-edge 4D technology, capable of lending
the tiles a silky natural feel in combination with
a Premium Polished finish; the most mirror-like
shine in the Museum range. This f1nish is
available in a 1,800 by 1,000mm , or 1,000 by
7,000mm format; while the 755 by 1,570mm ,
and 600 by 1,200mm tiles come in natural or
polished finishes .
Lunina is a soft-coloured collection inspired
by the semi-precious stone, onyx. In this
collection, with the mirror-like shine
characteristic of Museum's glazed porcelain
tiles, formats and colours have been extended
and now it comes in 755 by l ,510mm or 600 by
1,200mm formats, in addition to a 330 by
1,000mm option for walls in a choice of two
colours: Ice and Beige.
Natucer's search for a controlled imperfection
is reflected in the finish, irregular edges, and soft
surfaces of its portfolio At Cevisama, Natucer
delivered this traditional, artisanal look in a wide
variety of stylish formats anda contemporary
colour range.
The Mare Nostrum range has added a 70 by
450mm strip , 180 by 205mm hexagon and 17O
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